Dear Colleagues,

“It has been an honour to have been chosen as the President of NHRDN and I accept the presidency with great responsibility. Every leader & leadership team is mandated to do what its members desire them to do.

Mr. Rajeev Dubey
Mr. S.V. Nathan
Dr. Kamal Singh

Dear Members,

“The old order changes yielding place to new”, and in keeping with the reality that nothing is permanent in life except change, it is time for me to hand over the baton to the incoming National President.

Dear Fellow NHRDNians, Heartly Greetings!

Time flies and it has been two years since we joined the Leadership Team at NHRDN. At this juncture as I look back at what we have achieved it gives me a great sense of pride and satisfaction, but we know there is room to be done and achieved to serve the HR profession.

Mr. Rajeev Dubey
Mr. S.V. Nathan
Dr. Kamal Singh

Dear Members,

Have this opportunity to thank the outgoing leadership team (2013-2015) and welcome the new team under the leadership of our new President Mr. Ram Kumar: Executive Director, ICIIC Bank & President ICIIC Foundation and wish his success in the days to come.

NHRDN’s tribute to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Articles of the Month

Article of the Month on ‘Human Resources: a Vital Player in Strategic Management’ by the keynotes speaker of the Business Simulation Exercise at National Executive Program on HR for Bank CEOs at IIM Calcutta from 23rd to 27th May 2015.

‘HRNIT’ 2nd IR Summit 2015

Successful welcome to ‘ICICI’ face to face team as an array of speakers for the leadership team and notes. This has also secured important agenda.

‘HRNIT’ 2nd IR Summit 2015

How to Cut the Bureaucracy around the Dual-Funding Easing Solution by Anup Chakrabarti of ICICI Bank.

Kudos to Members

Ex-Offices in Hostel: National College’s IS^2: Employees.

Fulki Special Event: Managing A Multi-Generational Workforce

To tackle workforce management of multiple generations, and the challenges that come with it, NHRDN organized a Fulki Special Event. This, effectively harmonized multi-generational workforce.

Pune: Wellness Evening With NHRDN

To create an interactive evening for the participants of the Spiritual at Pune, the Department of Wellness organized a NHRDN Wellness Evening with the Officers of the department.
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